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Abstract
Partial orders can be represented by subsets of a given set ordered by inclusion. Special kinds
of such set representations are investigated because they facilitate the exploration of properties
of knowledge spaces. A new type of order relation is de0ned which is closely related to interval
orders. These orders and the interval orders are investigated with respect to their parsimonious
set representations. The theorems are applied to knowledge space theory.
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1. Set representations of partial orders
The main subject of this paper is the investigation of special set representations of
partial orders. The study of such representations is motivated by problems of deriving
the properties of knowledge spaces from their bases. The applications in this 0eld are
deferred to Section 3. We begin by introducing the main notions.
Denition 1. Let (P;6) be a partially ordered set; P a 0nite set.
(a) Let Q be a set; a mapping ’ : P → 2Q is a set representation of (P;6) if for all
p; q∈P
q6p i; ’(q) ⊆ ’(p):
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(b) A set representation ’ is called basic if for all p∈P
|’(p)|¿
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
q¡p
’(q)
∣∣∣∣∣ :
(c) ’ is a parsimonious set representation or a PSR if for all p∈P
|’(p)|=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
q¡p
’(q)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1: (1)
Clearly, every partial order has very many set representations. Those singled out as
‘basic’ occur in the theory of knowledge spaces (cf. [2]). They are intimately related
to the concept of a basis of a knowledge space. This application of the results of the
present and the next section will be explored in Section 3.
A basic set representation becomes parsimonious when the increase of representing
elements for each p∈P over the elements needed for all its predecessors is minimal,
namely one.
Lemma 1. If ’ is a PSR of (P;6); then the map 
 :P → ⋃p∈P ’(p) de6ned by

(p) = q i7 {q}= ’(p)−
⋃
x¡p
’(x) (2)
is surjective; and hence∣∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
p∈P
’(p)
∣∣∣∣∣∣6 |P|: (3)
Proof. Let Q′ :=
⋃
p∈P ’(p). Because of parsimony of ’ the map 
 is well de0ned.
To demonstrate surjectivity let q∈⋃p∈P ’(p). Thus, there is a p∈P such that
q∈’(p). Let p be minimal with this property; whence, q ∈ ⋃x¡p ’(x). However, by
parsimony |’(p)|= |⋃x¡p ’(x)|+1. Thus, {q}=’(p)−⋃x¡p ’(x), yielding 
(p)=q.
Hence, |Q′|= |
(P)|6 |P|.
Denition 2. Let (P;6) be a partially ordered set. For p∈P de0ne by p :=
{q; q6p} the principal ideal of p and by ∇(P;6) := {p; p∈P} the set of all
principal ideals.
(∇(P;6);⊆) is a partial order isomorphic to (P;6). It is a parsimonious set repre-
sentation of (P;6). However, it is a somewhat special one in so far, as equality holds
in estimation (3) of Lemma 1. The next lemma explores this property a little further.
Lemma 2. Let ’ be a PSR of (P;6) with |⋃p∈P ’(p)|= |P|. Then
(a) the map 
 :P → ⋃p∈P ’(p) de6ned in Eq. (2) is a bijection.
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Fig. 1. A PSR of 2+2 which is not (∇(P;6);⊆).
(b) De6ning the relation - on
⋃
p∈P ’(p) by q1 - q2 i7 

−1(q1)6 
−1(q2); then
the map  de6ned by  ◦ 
(p) = ’(p) is an isomorphism
 :

⋃
p∈P
’(p);-

→ (∇( ⋃
p∈P
’(p);-);⊆): (4)
Thus; if equality holds in (3); then ’ is the principal ideal representation up to
the isomorphism  .
Proof. 
 is a bijection because it is a surjective map between two sets of the same
0nite cardinality. Assertion (b) is obvious.
The principal ideal representation shows that for every partial order one can construct
at least one PSR. Fig. 1 exempli0es that some orders (in this case the order 2+2)
possess additional PSRs.
It is natural to ask which structural properties characterize orders with essentially
only one PSR. To begin the exploration of this question the concept of saturation is
introduced.
Denition 3. Let (P;6) be a partially ordered set; P a 0nite set. (P;6) is saturated
if all PSRs ’ satisfy |⋃p∈P ’(p)|= |P|.
Since 2+2 is the forbidden structure of an interval order one can surmise that interval
orders are saturated and, more boldly, that all saturated orders are interval orders.
However, with some trial and error, one 0nds that the non-interval order of Fig. 2 is
also saturated.
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Fig. 2. A saturated order which is not an interval order.
In Theorem 2 in the next section the results pertaining to this situation will be
proved. We end this section with a formulation of the previous lemmas for the case
of a saturated ordering.
Theorem 1. A partially ordered set (P;6) is saturated if and only if every parsimo-
nious set representation ’ is essentially; i.e.; via 
 in Eq. (2) and  in Eq. (4); the
principal ideal representation in the sense of De6nition 2.
Proof. Apply Lemma 2 and De0nition 3.
2. Saturation and interval orders
Now, the question emerges what structural conditions imply and are implied by the
property of saturation. Checking the order types on two and three elements one 0nds
that they are all saturated. The smallest non-saturated order type is the order 2+2 on
four elements (see Fig. 1). The other order types on four elements are all saturated. We
already pointed out that the order of Fig. 2 is a non-interval order which is saturated.
The next theorem shows such a substructure to be the only violation of the interval
order condition which is tolerated by a saturated order. In the following De0nition this
property is captured:
Denition 4. A partial order (P;6) is a generalized interval order if for all a; b; c; d∈P
with a¿b and c¿d either (a¿d or c¿b) follows or there is an e∈P with
e¿c; e a; and e¿b; or with e¿a; e c; and e¿d.
This kind of ordering is not an interval order because in certain contexts a 2+2
suborder is permitted. Fig. 2 shows the scene described in De0nition 4. The property
of saturation is a bit more general than the absence of a 2+2 and a bit less general
than a generalized interval order. This result will be formulated and proved in the next
theorem.
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Theorem 2. An interval order is saturated; and a saturated order is a generalized
interval order. Both inclusions are proper.
Proof. First assume (P;6) is saturated. Furthermore; we assume that P is not a gen-
eralized interval order. Hence; there are a; b; c; d∈P which form a 2+2 suborder with
a¿b and c¿d; and for each e¿c either e  b or e¿a. A contradiction will be
shown by modifying the set representation (∇(P;6);⊆) in such a way that the resulting
representation remains parsimonious; but uses only |P| − 1 elements.
Let E be the set of successors of c which are not successors of a. By the above
assumption E= ∅ or e b for all e∈E. Let S be the set of all successors of c. Now,
we de0ne a set representation ’ by using the sets in ∇(P;6) for all p∈P − (S ∪ {c})
and slightly adjusted sets for S and c. More precisely,
’(p) :=
{
p if p ∈ S ∪ {c};
(p − {c}) ∪ {a} if p∈ S ∪ {c}:
(5)
It is routinely veri0ed that ’ is a set representation. For example, ’(a) and ’(e) are
incomparable for all e∈E because d∈’(e)−’(a) and, due to e b, b∈’(a)−’(e);
similarly for c and a.
’ is parsimonious. To see this, one observes |’(p)|= |p| for all p ∈ S − E. For
such a p (1) holds because it holds in ∇(P;6), (note that the elements of E∪{c} loose
c but gain a). For p∈ S−E we 0nd |’(p)|=|p|−1 because a is already in ’(a) and
in ’(c) and c is not in ’(p), hence where in |p| two elements are counted, ’(p)
has only one. However,
⋃
q¡p ’(q) also contains ’(a) and ’(c), thus a occurs at least
twice in this union and is counted once in |⋃q¡p ’(q)|. Thus, ⋃q¡p ’(q) looses one
element compared to
⋃
q¡p q
 yielding the equations
|’(p)|= |p| − 1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
q¡p
q
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1− 1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
q¡p
’(q)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1:
Hence, |’(p)|= |⋃q¡p ’(q)|+ 1.
Since c is not used in any of the representing sets ’(p) and since ’(p) ⊆ P we
have |⋃p∈P ’(p)|6 |P| − 1; hence (P;6) is not saturated contrary to assumption.
To prove the 0rst statement of the theorem let (P;6) be an interval order. We
proceed by induction with respect to |P|= : n. For n = 2; 3; 4 saturation is easily
veri0ed by inspecting all possible order types. Now assume all interval orders on k
elements with k6 n−1 are saturated. Let (P;6) be an interval order with |P|=n¿ 4.
Assume it is not saturated; let ’ :P → 2Q be a PSR with |Q|6 n− 1.
We pick a minimal element p∈P and form P′ :=P − {p}. Clearly, (P′;6) is an
interval order. By the induction hypothesis it is saturated. Let ’(p)={q} (by parsimony
of ’ and minimality of p the set ’(p) must be a one-element set). The restriction of
’ to P′ can be transformed into a PSR by rede0ning for all r ∈P′
’′(r) :=’(r)− {q}:
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By this de0nition q is completely eliminated from the sets ’′(r). Thus, ’′ :P′ →
2Q−{q}.
First, we claim that ’′ is a set representation of (P′;6), i.e., for all r; s∈P′
r ¡ s i; ’′(r) ⊂ ’′(s): (6)
To demonstrate (6) let r ¡ s. Since this holds also in (P;6), it implies ’(r) ⊂ ’(s),
hence, ’(r) − {q} ⊂ ’(s) − {q} or ’(r) = ’(s) − {q}. The 0rst case immediately
yields (6) while the second is equivalent to ’(s) = ’(r) ∪ {q} which, in turn, implies
’(s) ⊆ ⋃x¡s ’(x). This equation contradicts the parsimony of ’.
Now, let us assume ’′(r) ⊂ ’′(s). If q ∈ ’(r)∪’(s) or q∈’(r)∩’(s), then ’(r) ⊂
’(s), hence r ¡ s. If q∈’(r)∪’(s) but q ∈ ’(r)∩’(s), then r ¿ s cannot hold because
this would lead to ’(r)=’(s)∪{q}, yielding ’′(r)=’′(s) contrary to assumption. Next,
we investigate the case where r and s are incomparable in P. The right-hand side of (6)
implies q∈’(r) and q ∈ ’(s), hence, p¡r. However, s is not minimal in P because
of ’′(s) ⊃ ’′(r) = ∅. Let s cover s′. By the interval order property we have s′¡r (the
other alternative p¡s is ruled out by q ∈ ’(s)). Because ’ is a basic set representation
there must exist an element y∈’(r) − ⋃x¡r ’(x). Consequently, y∈’(s) because
of (6). Likewise, there is z ∈’(s) − ⋃x¡s ’(x). However, y = z because otherwise
’(s) ⊆ ’(r) (note the argument leading to s′¡r holds for all elements below s).
Thus, ’(s) = {y; z} ∪⋃x¡s ’(x). Hence, we obtain the equation
|’(s)|=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
x¡s
’(x)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 2;
which cannot hold given the parsimony of ’.
Next, we show ’′ is a PSR. To this end, 0rst observe
|’′(r)|= |’(r)− {q}|=
{ |’(r)| if q ∈ ’(r);
|’(r)| − 1 if q∈’(r):
(7)
With the help of Eq. (7), we calculate ’′(r) in the following way. In the case q ∈ ’(r),
i.e., r  p
|’′(r)|= |’(r)|=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P
’(s)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P′
’(s)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P′
’′(s)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1:
In the case q∈’(r) or, equivalently, r ¿p we obtain
|’′(r)|= |’(r)| − 1
=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P
’(s)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1− 1
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Fig. 3. A generalized interval order which is not saturated.
=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P
’(s)− {q}
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 because q∈
⋃
s¡r;s∈P
’(s)
=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P
(’(s)− {q})
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1
=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P′
(’(s)− {q})
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 because ’(p)− {q}= ∅
=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
s¡r;s∈P′
’′(s)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1:
Both calculations together show ’′ parsimonious.
However, |Q − {q}|¡ |Q|6 n − 1 contradicting the saturation of (P′;6). Thus,
(P;6) must be saturated when it is a generalized interval order.
It remains to demonstrate that there are non-interval orders which are saturated and
generalized interval orders which are not saturated. For the 0rst case, we already re-
ferred to Fig. 2. For the second, Fig. 3 is an example. To facilitate the veri0cation
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of the generalized interval order property we give the following list of 2+2 suborders
together with the element e, topping one of the 2-chains completely and the lower part
of the other chain according to De0nition 4
a¡d; b¡e topped by f
a¡d; c¡e topped by g
c¡e; d¡f topped by i
b¡f; c¡g topped by h
b¡e; d¡g topped by i
This table contains all 2+2 suborders. A PSR with |Q|= 8 is given by the following
’:
a → {1}, b → {2}, c → {3}, d → {1; 4}, e → {2; 3; 4}, f → {1; 2; 4; 5}, g →
{1; 3; 4; 6}, h → {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8}, i → {1; 2; 3; 4; 7}.
To end this section we point out some properties of generalized interval orders.
• Fishburn [5] presents four generalizations of interval orders. None of these coincides
with the concept of De0nition 4. This fact can be seen from Fig. 3. The order of this
0gure contains a 3-crown (namely {d; b; c; f; e; g}) as a suborder which is known
to have interval order dimension 3. Thus our generalized interval orders are not
contained in what Fishburn [5] calls bitolerance orders.
• Although one can easily conclude that a generalized interval order does not contain a
3+3 suborder, it is likewise easy to verify that there is no de0nition in the forbidden
mode (cf. [5]), i.e., a con0guration which, when absent among all induced orders,
is equivalent to De0nition 4.
3. Application to the theory of knowledge spaces
The investigations of the previous sections were stimulated by problems in the the-
ory of knowledge spaces. We recall some of the basic concepts. For an extensive
treatment of this subject the reader is referred to the monograph [2] by Doignon and
Falmagne.
Denition 5. Let Q be a 0nite non-empty set with |Q|= n¿ 1. A subset K of 2Q is
a knowledge space if; and only if; it satis0es
(K1) ∅; Q∈K;
(K2) If K; L∈K then K ∪ L∈K.
The elements of K are called states. The set of all knowledge spaces over the base
set Q is denoted by Kn.
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Probably the most compressed way to store the information given by a knowledge
space consists in its basis.
Denition 6. Let K be a knowledge space. A minimal set B ⊆ 2Q such that
B∗ :=
⋂
L∈Kn;L⊇B
L=K
is a basis of K.
The basis is unique. Another way of expressing the basis property is to note that B
is the minimal subset of K which generates via unions all K ∈K. Further properties
and algorithms concerning the basis of a knowledge space can be found in [2, Chapter
1 paragraphs 1.19–1.34].
In this section we ask the question how the properties of a knowledge space can
be directly read o; from the basis. This issue is of considerable practical signi0cance
because in applied work the basis is usually small compared to the whole space and
testing properties on B instead of K in general pays o; because it saves computing
time and storage space. The articles [3,4] by Dowling exemplify how important this
aspect is for the construction of knowledge spaces.
In particular we want to investigate the abstract partial order of a basis. Are structural
properties of the partial order (B;⊆) responsible for properties of K? More precisely:
Denition 7. Let K∈Kn with basis B; let PB be an abstract set of cardinality |B|
and 6 be a partial order on PB such that (PB;6) and (B;⊆) are isomorphic. Then
(PB;6) is called the abstract order of B.
The concept of a set representation of an order investigated in Section 1 comes
into play when we regard the basis as a set representation of its abstract order. More
formally, we can formulate the theorem:
Theorem 3. Let K be a knowledge space with basis B. Then (B;⊆) is a basic set
representation of (PB;6).
Proof. The theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.26 in [2].
However, knowledge spaces with the same abstract partial order of their bases can
be quite di;erent. Examples can be easily constructed.
The construction of a knowledge space of a given 0eld of interest is a major problem
in applications of this theory. Querying experts or presenting items to a sample of
students of the 0eld are the two choices commonly employed. There is, however,
another way conceivable: one asks experts on the (logical) structure of the 0eld which
can perhaps be translated into a hierachy of skills a student might or might not have.
This hierachy can be considered as an abstract partial order which one must transform
via set representation by generating items or tasks into a basis which eventually will
yield the knowledge space. The step from the partial order to its set representation
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is by no means unique; however, it seems to make sense to look for a parsimonious
representation because in that case each item stands for a particular skill which is new
compared to all items which are used for elements preceding the 0rst occurrence of
this item. This property will become clearer in Theorem 4 and the discussion following
Lemma 3.
We introduce a few more concepts of knowledge space theory:
Denition 8 (Knowledge space concepts). Let K be a knowledge space on Q and let
Kq the set of all states K ∈K with q∈K .
(a) K is discriminative if Kp =Kq for all p; q∈Q with p = q.
(b) K is quasi-ordinal if it is closed under intersection.
(c) K is ordinal if it is discriminative and quasi-ordinal.
(d) K is well-graded if each maximal chain in (K;⊆) is a gradation; i.e.; of the form
∅ ⊂ {q1} ⊂ {q1; q2} ⊂ · · · ⊂ {q1; q2; : : : ; qn}= Q:
(e) K is weakly well-graded if all maximal chains in (K;⊆) have the same length.
Except for weak well gradedness these concepts are all described by Doignon and
Falmagne [2]; in some cases we chose formulations which are in the 0nite case equiv-
alent to the ones given in [2]. It is easy to construct examples of weakly well-graded
but not well-graded spaces.
Theorem 4 (Well-graded knowledge spaces). Let K be a discriminative knowledge
space with basis B. Then K is well-graded if and only if (B;⊆) is a parsimonious
set representation of its abstract partial order (PB;6).
Proof. First; let K be well graded and ’ the basic set representation of (PB;6)
yielding B. Then
|’(p)|¿
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
x¡p
’(x)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 (8)
for all p∈PB. If p is a minimal element of PB then (8) is satis0ed with equality; due
to well gradedness. Now; let p be not minimal.
Let p1; p2; : : : ; pr ∈P be the elements covered by p. Choose a maximal chain ∅ =
K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Kn = Q which contains ’(p), say ’(p) = Kj. Obviously, |Ki| = i
for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n. A state K ∈K is a proper subset of ’(p) if and only if there are
q1; : : : ; qk ¡p such that
⋃k
i=1 ’(qi) = K . In particular,
⋃r
i=1 ’(pi) ⊂ Kj = ’(p).
Likewise, Kj−1 is a set generated by base sets contained in ’(p). Thus, for some
q1; : : : ; qk ¡p;
Kj−1 =
k⋃
i=1
’(qi) ⊆
r⋃
i=1
’(pi):
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Since |Kj−1|+ 1 = |Kj|= |’(p)|, we 0nd
|’(p)|6
∣∣∣∣∣
r⋃
i=1
’(pi)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 =
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
x¡p
’(x)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1;
which, together with (8) yields parsimony.
Conversely, let ’ :PB → Q be a PSR and K := {’(p);p∈PB}∗: Let
∅= K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Kk = Q (9)
be a maximal chain in (K;⊆). If we can show |Ki|= i, we are done. Necessarily, K1 is
a base set, whence K1 =’(p1) for some minimal p1 ∈PB. By parsimony, |’(p1)|=1:
We proceed by induction on i. Assume |Ki| = i and regard Ki+1. If Ki+1 is a base
element, then for some p
Ki+1 = ’(p) ⊃
⋃
x¡p
’(x) = Ki:
Drawing again on parsimony of ’ we obtain
|Ki+1|= |’(p)|=
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃
x¡p
’(x)
∣∣∣∣∣+ 1 = |Ki|+ 1 = i + 1:
If Ki+1 is not a base set there is K ∈K such that Ki+1 = Ki ∪ K because of the
maximality of the regarded chain. We proceed to demonstrate |K − Ki|= 1.
Assume x; y∈K − Ki. Let p∈PB be such that 
(p) = x where 
 is the map de-
0ned in Eq. (2) in the proof of Theorem 1. Since y ∈ Ki, we have y ∈ ’(p) ∪ Ki,
provided x =y. In that case, however, ’(p) ∪ Ki ⊂ Ki+1. But by closure under union
’(p) ∪ Ki ∈K. Thus, (9) is not a maximal chain contrary to assumption. Therefore,
we conclude x = y, hence |K − Ki|= 1 or |Ki+1|= i + 1.
Koppen derives in [6,7] a well-gradedness criterion involving the concept of a sur-
mise function ! (see also [2, Theorem 3.15]). Since this result and Theorem 4 are
equivalent to well gradedness, they are equivalent themselves. The interrelation is more
obvious when one rewrites the de0nition of the surmise function using the basic set
representation ’. The surmise function ! maps q onto the systems of ‘atoms at q’. In
terms of a PSR this amounts to
!(q) = {’(x); q∈’(x) and ’(y) ⊂ ’(x) implies q ∈ ’(y)}: (10)
If ’ is parsimonious, then (10) implies !(q)∩!(q′)=∅, i.e., it is exclusive as Koppen
calls his well-gradedness criterion. If, on the other hand, a knowledge space is given
by its basis B, then a trivial set representation can be constructed by choosing P =B
and de0ning ’(B)=B where on the left hand B is regarded as a point in B and on the
right as a subset of the item set Q. This ’ is easily seen to be parsimonious provided
! is exclusive. This way, one obtains:
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Lemma 3. For all q; q′ ∈Q we have !(q) ∩ !(q′) = ∅ i7 ’ is a PSR.
In view of this lemma Theorem 4 is but a reformulation of Koppen’s result. How-
ever, from the perspective of constructing a knowledge space (outlined above in the
paragraph preceding De0nition 8), it adds a new aspect: 0nding a parsimonious set rep-
resentation for a theoretically derived partial order of skills is rewarded by a well-graded
knowledge space.
The next two theorems deal with the connection of ordinal knowledge spaces with
the concept of set representations. Thus, we are in a more restricted area than in the
previous case, because ordinal spaces are well graded.
Theorem 5 (Ordinal knowledge spaces). K is an ordinal knowledge space i7 (B;⊆)
is the principal ideal set representation of (PB;6); i.e.;
(B;⊆) = (∇(PB ;6);⊆):
Proof. The principal ideal representation of the surmise relation -; de0ned by q -
p i; Kq ⊇ Kp; yields (B;⊆) in the considered case. This result is essentially a
consequence of Birkho;’s Theorem; which states a one-to-one correspondence between
the collection of all quasi orders and the collection of all quasi ordinal spaces on Q.
Theorems 1.48 and 1.49 in [2] give the details.
Theorem 6 (Ordinal knowledge spaces). Let K be a well-graded knowledge space
with basis B and (PB;6) its abstract partial order.
If (PB;6) is saturated, then K is ordinal.
Proof. From well gradedness and Theorem 4 follows that (B;⊆) is a PSR of (PB;6):
Because of saturation and Theorem 1 this PSR yields a principal ideal representation
of (PB;6):
This theorem might be of interest in practice in its negative form: a well graded
but not ordinal knowledge space can only originate from a not saturated abstract basis
order.
Our 0nal result is concerned with bases which generate weakly well-graded knowl-
edge spaces. They have a very simple structure.
Theorem 7 (Weak well-gradedness). If all knowledge spaces with a given abstract or-
der (PB;6) are weakly well graded; then (PB;6) is re>exive; transitive; and satis6es
p6 q implies p6w or w6 q for all pairwise distinct p; q; w∈PB.
Proof. ReNexivity and transitivity are obvious. An equivalent formulation for the third
property of 6 is that it does not contain a 1+2 suborder. It is easy to construct a
basic set representation which results in unequal maximal chain lengths in K when
(PB;6) contains a 1+2.
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Essentially, the order 6 in Theorem 7 is a strict weak order; except for the cases
where at least two of the p; q; w are identical it satis0es negative transitivity which is
the de0ning condition of a strict weak order.
4. Discussion
Finally, a few remarks concerning the preceding results should be made.
Set representations of (distributive) lattices have been thoroughly investigated. There
are a few attempts to extend these results to posets (cf. the article by Cheng and Kemp
[1] and the literature cited there). For the basic set representations of the present paper
these theorems do not seem applicable because this literature emphasizes representations
which map in0mum and=or supremum (when they exist) on intersection and union.
However, if one regards the whole knowledge space instead of only its basis as a
set representation of an abstract partial order, then this kind of results are potentially
important.
The most challenging open problem seems to be to close the gap between interval
orders and generalized interval orders apparent in Theorem 2. In other words, what are
the structural conditions equivalent to saturation? Another problem—in a sense related
to the former—is to 0nd the smallest counterexample of a not saturated generalized
interval order. Is it the order in Fig. 3?
The results of Section 3 demonstrate that the properties of a knowledge space are
determined by two components: by the abstract partial order of its basis and by the
set representation which transforms the abstract order into the particular basis. It can
be surmised that this kind of interplay can be used in connection with skill maps (cf.
[2, Chapter 4]).
In Koppen [7] it is an open problem to 0nd an equivalent to exclusiveness of !, i.e.,
!(p) ∩ !(q) = ∅, in terms of an entail relation. Theorem 4 may add a new aspect to
this question. However, if the procedure of constructing a knowledge space via basis
and set representation as described in Section 3 is implemented, then the problem lies
no longer with the entail relation but rather with 0nding a parsimonious representation
which seems to depend on the intuition of the expert to formulate meaningful items.
In this respect, Theorem 4 may have an impact on knowledge space construction.
Another point of practical interest is to estimate the distance of two knowledge
spaces by the distance of their respective bases (distance in the sense of [8]). In this
problem the basic set representations are useful tools.
Basic set representations and in particular Theorem 4 suggest another way of con-
structing (well-graded) knowledge spaces: Elicit the abstract basis order (PB;6) from
the expert and 0nd items Q which form a representation in the sense of De0nition 1. Is
(PB;6) saturated? Is the resulting representation parsimonious? Answering these ques-
tions (which may be easier once the abstract order is constructed) has consequences
on the 0nal knowledge space. Moreover, Theorem 4 can be regarded as a recipe to
construct a well-graded knowledge space from a given non-well-graded one. How these
spaces are interrelated seems to be a non-trivial question.
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